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A characterization of the group of a plane 
cuspidal élément 

by E O D N E Y ANGOTTI (New York) 

Su m 111 ar y. - In this paper, we discuss the projectiue invariants of a plane 
cuspidal élément of order seven. 

1. - In this note it is shown that in the ordinary projective 
plane P s the configuration of a cuspidal élément E7, a point, and 
a l ine hâve a projective invariant which completely characterizes 
the subgroup of homographies of P 2 which leave the élément E7 

invariant (Theorem 2). A geometrical construction of this invariant 
is also g iven. 

We wi l l indicate points of P 8 by the ordered triad (x°, x1, x2). 
Non-homogeneous coodinates are introduced by the embedding 

x = x^x0, y = x*jx°. 

2. - Consider a curve with a cusp at the point 0(1, 0, 0). If w e 
choose the cuspidal tangent at 0 to be the l ine y = 0, the équation 
of this curve (in noa-homogeneous coordinates) is necessari ly of 
the form 

(1) 0 = f(x, y) = y* — (a,0x
z + anx*y + altœy*+aQZy3) -y4(x, y)— ... 

where cp,(x, y) is a form in x and y of degree i. I n the neighbor-
hood of 0 we can represent this curve by the developments 

y = *3K + *,* + *.*' + ».) 
where 

«o = a30% 2 a j = a t l 

and the coefficients a,, * > 2 , dépend only on the coefficients of 
the terms of order > 3 (if they exist) in équation (1) [2]. 

The minimum numbar of intersections coïncident w i th 0 of 
two curves hav ing a cusp at 0 wi th the same tangent, therefore, dé
pends only on the two coefficients a30, a ] S . In fact it is easy to 
see that two curves like (1) having différent coefficients a3o hâve 
at 0 six points in common ; if they hâve the same a30 but diffe-
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rent a21 they hâve at 0 seven points in common ; if a30, an are 
the same for two curves, then they hâve at 0 at least eight com
mon points. The totality of curves w i th the same cusp and cuspi
dal tangent as the curve (1) which, in addition, hâve an eight point 
contact wi th (1) at 0 can, consequently, be represented by a deve-
lopment of the form 

(2) 2/2 = CIMX* + atlxy* + ... 

where the symbol ... indicates that the remaiuing coefficients are 
arbitrary. The équivalence class of curves determined by such a 
development is classically calîed a cuspidal curvilinear differen-
tial é lément of order seven E7 w i th center 0. [1] 

It is a lways possible, however, to reduce the représentation (2) 
of an élément E7 to a more convenient form. To this end, consider 
the cubics which contain the élément E7. Thèse cubics (which 
form a net) are represented by the équation 

(3) y* = a30x3 + a2lx
2y + Ixy2 + [A«/3. 

It is w e l l - k n o w n that a plane cubic having a double point 
w i t h a coincident tangent lias only one inflection .point. B y exa-
m i n i n g the H E S S I A N of the net (3), it is easy to see that the flexs 
of thèse oo8 cubics l ie on the l ine 

Sazox + tt2ii/ = 0. 

This l ine — the so-called associated l ine of the élément E7 — 
is complete]y determined by the élément E7. By choosing this l ine 
as the l ine x = 0 or, equivalently, choosing the coefficient a 2 1 = 0 , 
w e can reduce the représentation (2) of the élément E7 to 

y" = «soz3 + y'2<?i(x, y) + '-p4(a, y) + ... 

The (non-singular) homographies of P 2 which leave this deve
lopment invariant (or leave the élément E7 invariant) are of the 
form 

x0' = cn
zc7z2xQ + c0lx

l + CQlX* 

x1' = cnx
l 

Since a homography of this group maps a l ine not passing 
through the cusp, whose équation w e can write in the form 

(4) x» — ax1 - 6«2 = 0, 
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onto the line x0' = 0, we can, without any loss of generality, ex
press the above homographies in the more convenient form 

x*' = c3(x° — ax1 — bx2) 

(5) xv = ex1 

X1' = x2. 

This group, which we dénote by G(E7), dépends on three para-
meters and, in this respect, is similar to the groups of the classi-
cal non-euclidean geometries of P 2 . 

* 3, - Since G(E7) is a 0 3 , a line r} not passing through the 
cusp, and a point P , not belonging to the cuspidal tangent, hâve 
an invariant ; in fact, we hâve the following theorem : 

THEOREM 1. - G-iven a line r : [1 — ax — by = 0] and a point 
P(x* y\ y =}= 0J* * n e onct ion 

(6) I[r, P) = x*l (tf - axif — 6t/3) 

is invariant under G(E7). 
PROOP. - If g e G(E7), then obviously I(gr, gP) = I(rt P). 
Let 6r(i(r, P)) be the group of homographies which leave I(r, P) 

invariant. Obviously G{E7) cr G(I(r, P)). In the following, we show 
that G(I(r, P)) <= G(E7) and, consequently. that G(I(r, P)) = G(E7). 
Preparatory to this we prove the following lemma: 

LEMMA. - A homography f which leaves the line r' : [x° = 0] 
invariant, and is such that J(r', P) = I(r\ fP)} identically wi th 
respect to P, belongs to G(E7). 

PROOF. - The homography f is necessarily of the form 

x*' = a0ûx° 

x1' = aJOac° + a^x1 + ay%xx 

x*' = atûac° + a21x l + a22as3. 

The conditions of the lemma imply that 

ai0
3 = 3a10au

2 = 0, 

a12
3 = Saitan- = 0, 

«80* = «21* = 0 , 

which, in turn, imply that fe G(E7). 
A homography h e G(I(r, P)) has the property that 

I(r, P) = I(hr, HP). 
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There obviously exist homographies gl3 g2e G[E) which map r 
onto r'. Since gt, gt leave (6) invariant, we hâve 

Itoi»% 9iP) = I(r, P) = tyr, HP) = I(g%hr, 9%hP). 

The homography f'= gjig^1 maps g^ onto gthr and leaves (6) 
invariant , identically with respect to P and gxP\ therefore, by 
the Lemma it belongs to G(E7). The equality h = gi~Hgx implies, 
<îonsequently,that heG(E7). We, therefore, hâve the following results: 

THEOREM 2. - A homography of P 2 that leaves I(r, P) invariant 
is necessarily a transformation of the group G(E7). 

COROL.LIA.RY. - The invariant (6) of a point and a line comple-
tely characterizes the group G(E7). 

Let us call the invariant I(r, P) the «distance» of the point 
P from the line r. 

From (6) it is easy to see that the set of points equidistant 
from a fixed line, i.e., the equidistant curves with a given axis, 
lie on a cubic. In parfcicular, the set of points P such that /(r, P )=0 , 
r fixed, lie on the reducible cubic composed of the élément E7, 
counted three times. Since this observation is valid irrespective 
of the axis, we hâve a new geometrical siguificance of the asso-
ciated line of the élément E7. 

THEOREM 3. - The associated line of au élément E7 is the set 
of points null-distant from every generic (with respect to the 
élément E7) liue of P 2 . 

If the point P is incident with the line r, it is easy to see 
that the expression (6) is without meaning. In fact, the configu
ration of an élément E7 and a line incident with a given point 
•(or, more precisely, of an élément E7 and an ordinary curvilinear 
•élément E{) does not hâve a projective invariant. In order to prove 
this, let us choose a System of référence in which the given line 
is represented by the équation x9 — 0. Among the homographies 
leaving the élément E7 invariant, those which map x° = 0 onto 
itself are given in (5) by a = b = 0. A homography of this type, 
say f, maps a generic point which, by selecting the unit point of 
référence, we can always choose to be P(0, 1, 1), onto P'(0, c, 1). 
Since P ' = fP is a generic point of x° = 0, we are forced to 
•conclude that this configuration does not hâve an invariant. 

We propose to show that the invariant J(r, P) is transitive 
wi th respect to G{E7), i.e., there exists a transformation of G[E7) 
which maps a given point-line pair r, P , onto any other point-line 
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pair q, R} for which I[rs P) = I(q, R). Clearly, there exists transfor
mations of G[E7) which map r, q onto r': [x0 ' = 0]. Therefore, choose 
/[resp., g] such that fr = r'[resp., gr = r']. Since /", geG[E7), we 
hâve 

l\I(r, P) = I[fr, fP) = I(gq, gR) = I(q, R). 

There exists a unique transformation he G(E7) which leaves r' inva
riant and is such that hfP = gR. Therefore, the composition g~xhf 
maps r onto g, P onto R and has the property that J(r, P) = 
I(g-'hfr, g-lhfP) = I[q, R). We state this rasult in the following 
theorem : 

THEOREM 4. - The invariaut (6) of a point and line is transitive 
with respect to the group G(E7). 

CORA.LIJA.RY - The invariant I(r, P) is the only (independent) 
invariant of a point and line under transformations of G(E7). 

4. - In order to give a geometrical construction of the invar iant 
I(r, P) of a point P and a line r, consider the net of cubics which 
•contain the élément E7, The line r uniquely détermines a cubic 
in this* net; namely, that cubic which admits the given line as its 
inflectional tangent. If we write the équation of the line r in the 
form (4), this cubic is given by 

17) y!(i —ax — by) = a30x
z. 

Any line s: [x — \y = 0] through the cusp 0 of the élément E7 

intersects the cubic (7) in the p >int G whose non-homogeneous 
ooordinates are 

(l(aul* + al + 6)-1, (a30Xa + al + &)-1) 

and, of course, in the point 0, counted twice. In addition the point 
JR, = r(]s given by 

(Mal + o)-1, (al + b)-1) 

is well-determined. Given a generic point Pes we, therefore, can 
compute the cross ratio S = (0, R; P , C). I t is only a matter of 
calculation to verify that S = a.iri—

lI(r, P). The invariant I(r, P) = 
•a3)S, coosequently, can be interpreted geometrically as the cross 
ratio (aside from a nuinerical factor) of four well-determined points 
on the line joining the cusp 0 and the given point P . 

29 
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